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ABSTRACT

In t h i s l e t t e r we report the r e s u l t s on the explanation of the

Lagrangians of 2+1 supergrav i t ies as graded Chern-Simons terms, which are

derived from insp i ra t ion of Wit ten 's recent work on exact s o l v a b i l i t y of

2+1 Einstein g rav i ty . Further implications w i l l be considered elsewhere.
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Witten recently argued that 2+1 dimensional Einstein gravity is exactly

solvable and quantum mechanically finite'1!. This observation is inspired by

his own vork on the relationship between Chern-Simons gauge theory and knot

theory'2'. Indeed Witten found 2+1 Einstein gravity can be expressed as a

Chern-Simons theory in its gauge form. This fact relates directly to the fact

that there is exotic invariant quadratic form for Poincare group 750(2,1). The

dimension of the phase space being finite, amounts to saying that almost all

dynamic degrees can be gauged away. One expects that one may have something

to do on three dimensional geometry and some other mathematical objects with

the quantum version of 2+1 gravity theory.

In this letter, I will show that the supersymmetric generalizations of 2+1

gravity indeed can be explained as graded Chern-Simons theories again. Also al-

most all dynamic degrees can be gauged away. I will not give similar arguments

here that these theories are finite, instead I will do so elsewhere.

As in pure bosonic case, one can reach super-Poincare groups from super-

anti-de Sitter groups by Wigner-Inonu contraction. We do not know how to

supersymmetrize de Sitter group 50(3,1), thus do not know how to derive

supergravity with positive cosmological constant. As for anti-de Sitter group

SO(2,2), since 50(2,2) = 50(2,1) x 50(2,1) = 51(2,R) x SL{2,R), we then

have two super-generalizations, 51(2,7?) x O5p(l|2) and O5p(l|2) x OSp(l\2),

corresponding to N = 1,2 supergravities respectively. Note that both SL(2,R)

and O5p(l|2) play important roles in string theory, In fact, supergravities with

supergroups 05}>(p|2) x O5p(q[2) were already discussed in ref.(7). But there

group manifold approach is needed to explain that the actions are Chern-

Simons terms. Here our construction is along the lines of ref.(l). The Chern-

Simons terms associated with usual quadratic invariants, to the best of my krcwlsdge,

are completely new. The authors of ref.(7) were confused that if the coefficients

of the supergravities are quantized. By Witten's work, we know that they are

not. Of course the coefficients of actions Jj, will be constructed below, should

be quantized. We note that the Poincare supergravities were constructed in

ref.(8).

Before defining N=l and N=2 super de Sitter algebras, we first set our con-



veutions. The Lorentz indices are i, j and so, the tangent indices to 2+1 man-

ifolds are pt and v and so. I will use signature I?;J = diag( — \,1,1). 7 matrices

are

• • - ( • , i) • • - ( ! { ) '
and the charge conjugate matrix C — —tr".

Now the N=l super anti-de Sitter algebra is defined as

<•>

(2)

where two spinors <5O are real and \ is the cosmological constant, and [,] is

used to denote both commutator and anti-commutator. This algebra can be

derived from abstract definition'3'. Similarly, I have derived the N = 2 super

auti-de Sitter algebra

where bosonic part of the algebra is the same as above.

For a graded Lie algebra, we define connection A" and corresponding cur-

vature F"6. Suppose we are given a quadratic form D^b, from the graded

topological invariant

f F" A FbDat

one define associated graded Chern-Simons

1 {Aa A dAhDai + CatcA11 A Ab A A')

such that the topological invariant is the divergence of Cliern-Simons. There

is a paper in which a sophisticated way to derive the graded Chern-Simons is

presented'4'. I will not invoke that method. Instead I just use the following

fomulas

f'abc = JT{[(""1)° + (~^)ia\fiiDda. + super-permutations among abc}

Cniaif3 + super-permutations = i ( - l

super-permutations

(4)

where /*fc are the structure constants.

From the first formula, one can calculate Cat,c, and then check that they

also satisfy the second.

To explain that the usual Hilbert-Einstein action is tf Chern-Simons type, Wit-

ten noted the remarkable fact that there is an quadratic invariant

(5)
< Ji,Jj >= 0

in addition to the usual one

<Ji,Jj >-iij <Ji,P;>=0

< Pi,Pj >= Xtfij

Now we can show (see Appendix) that associated with these two quadratic

forms, there are also two quadratic forms for JV = 1 super anti-de Sitter algebra.

The bosonic parts remain the same, and the fermionic parts are

(8)

and

respectively.

We define gauge field as

A? = e^Pi + *lJ, + rfQa {9)

and let covariant derivatives be DK — dp + A^, then define the field strength

1 i ,i a

Let «i and ij and so on denote indices of generators P and J respectively.

By use of eqs.(4),(7) and (8), vta find that the noti'zero coeffidaits C ̂  a*e

(11)
•x(&i1



for the first choice of the quadratic invariants, and

C =K C = X e

a = ±<* o c = ̂ (
for the second choice.

Thus we write down directly the actions

and

i j k * i j k

(12)

(13)

(14)

where DP4\ = {dp + |wj,Ccr,f )i/^, and t/' = V1^0- We have assumed that all

spinors are real.

Note that in these actions, bosonic parts are the same as in Witten's work.

The kinematic term of gravitino is similar to that in higher dimensional gravi-

ties. These two actions are supersymmetric, as can be checked directly. Another

argument is that, since these Chern-Simons terms are derived from gauge in-

variant topological term, then they are naturally supersymmetric. One may

question that here the numbers of components of bosonic and fenniouic sectors

are not equal to each other. In fact, in usual supergravities, this condition must

be fulfilled. Here we just treat something which can be called gauge theory. But still

that condition is necessary in the on-shell rase. By simple counting, we found

that the numbers of dynamic degrees of both bosonic and fenniouic parts are

zero, this is just the facility needed in proof of solvability, and the common

feature in all topological QFT, wherr all degrees of freedom can be gauged

away.

The supersymmetry transformation is

(15)

We now derive from action (13) the equations of motion. We find that these

equations mean that all components of field strength are zero, again in accord

with Witten's result. What results from action (14)7 Surprisingly we again

have the same equations. Thus, classically, action (14) gives nothing new. The

components of field strength, according to definition, are

(16)

We will study the apace of all solutions modulo gauge transformations in

[5]. We need then suitable device to contract the space of all fiat connection of

5i(2,i?) x OSp(l\2) bundle. I believe that it is most convenient to introduce

superspace formalism, namely, in addition to coordinates of 3-manifold M, we

have to introduce two Grassraamian coordinates 6". In tha case that spaoa-ttae is

of form S x R, the work of Giddings and Nelson might be relevant here'8'.

It is easy to see that at the limit X = 0, action / ; contains only bosonic fields

wjj, so Ii is invariant under Weyl scale transformations. This is related to the

fact that the underlying gauge group of Ii is 50(3,2), which is conformal group

in three dimension and anti-de Sitter group in four dimensions. If, however we

incorporate the constriant F*,, = 0, then under scaling e], —> e^eJ^Vv —» e^'2 V'm

action I? is not invariant. This is can be seen from the fact that, if ti is invariant,

then the underlying gauge group should be a supersymmetric generalization of

50(3,2), but we know that only supergroups O5p( JV|4) are the extensions, even

in the case of N=l, there must be four fermionic generators not only two.

Next we will consider N = 2 super anti-de Sitter gravity, this is the suitable

option that corresponds to OSp(l\4) when /j are considered and A = 0.

As for N=2 algebra, again we have two quadratic forms, the fermionic parts

corresponding to the exotic one and

(17)

(18)



corresponding to usual one. We list non-vanishing coefficients Cabr for N=2

algebra below, again only fermionic parts are written down

(

(19)

and

(20)

corresponding to the exotic and the usual forms respectively.

The bosonic parts of actions are the same as before, we only give the

fermionic parts

(21)

and

+ ZM'U
(22)

Again from these two actions,equations of motion are just conditions that

the connection ia flat. Now components of the curvature are

i \A

(23)

At the limit \ = 0, li is bosonic, but with constraint Fx — 0, it contains

fermions. As we expected, [2 is conformal invariant, the underlying gauge

symmetry is OSp(\\4), I will demonstrate this in a future work^5'

At last, we give the supersymmetry transformations

^

Again, we see that all dynamic degrees of the system can be gauged away,

except for finite degrees.

All the aupersymmmetric generalizations of 2+1 gravity will play roles in

studying relations between QFT and knot theory. We hope in the near future

that some issues will be clarified.
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Appendix

In this appendix, we derive algebra given in (2), starting with the following

osp[\\2) algebra

[di,Qa]={o,)a?Q0

together with algebra sl[2,R), whose generators are rf;. We define

P, - l-V\{d, - d,) Jt=l{di

(Al)

(A2)

and let Qa -> A1''*<?„, then one easily find (2).

There is a quadratic invariant did' + tapQaQp for algebra osp{l\2). To-

gether with the quadratic invariant (/,</', we find two quadratic invariants for

N = 1 super anti-de Sitter algebra. Also the forms can be easily found.
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